
 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
November 24, 2021 
 
FREE CLINIC ANNOUNCES EXPANDED LEADERSHIP TEAM 
 
The Free Clinic of Central Virginia announced a change in leadership today, with the resignation 
of its Chief Executive Officer, Christina Delzingaro, effective December 6, 2021 and the 
appointment of an interim CEO. Delzingaro will remain with the Clinic in a consultative role for 
several months. A regional search will be conducted to find Delzingaro’s replacement. 
 
Delzingaro was hired in 2014 following the retirement of Robert Barlow. Since 2015, she has 
served as CEO of both the Free Clinic and Community Access Network (CAN), an arrangement 
intended to optimize patient care by promoting efficiencies and cooperation between the two 
agencies. As anticipated, growth of both organizations has necessitated separate CEO positions 
for each. Delzingaro will remain the CEO of CAN. 
 
Jen Kilgore Webb, RN, MSN, currently Director of Patient Access at the Free Clinic, will assume 
the position of interim CEO. Webb is a board-certified patient advocate who is passionate about 
improving the access to healthcare for the underserved in our community. As one of the 
founders of CAN, Webb understands the importance of addressing the social determinants of 
health and has a history of successfully creating programs that not only address disparities, but 
also bring people together to accomplish goals as a community.  
 
During her tenure, Delzingaro has been instrumental in the formation of CAN, expanded 
services to include behavioral health, co-located Free Clinic services with CAN at the Holcomb 
H. Hurt Community Health Center, overseen the Clinic’s expansion to accept Medicaid patients, 
accomplished the recent renovation of the Clinic’s building at 1016 Main Street, and opened a 
branch clinic in Bedford. She serves as president-elect of the Virginia Association of Free and 
Charitable Clinics, as well as president-elect of the Blue Ridge Institute for Southern Human 
Service Executives. 
 
Jim Wright, president of the Free Clinic board, said, “Christina has steered the Free Clinic 
through some immense changes over the past seven years, and had done it with passion and 
professional ability that will be hard to match.” 
 
The Free Clinic of Central Virginia was founded in 1987. With a small staff and over 370 
volunteer professionals and lay people, it provides medical, behavioral health, dental and 
pharmacy care to over 4000 patients in Central Virginia annually.   
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